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Abstract

Issues: Despite the large number of effective psychological interventions for

alcohol use disorders (AUD), there is still a lack of clarity concerning the strate-

gies that make these interventions effective.

Approach: The overall goal of this review was to identify, examine and synthesise

the information about common strategies from evidence-based psychological

interventions for AUDs by conducting a review of systematic reviews, that is, a

meta-review. We isolated the relevant primary studies from eligible systematic

reviews and extracted information about the interventions from these studies to

understand the strategies used. Analysis was restricted to narrative summaries.

Key Findings: Thirteen reviews were eligible for inclusion in our meta-review.

Of these, eight demonstrated the effectiveness of a range of psychological

interventions—behavioural couples therapy, cognitive behaviour therapy com-

bined with motivational interviewing, brief interventions, contingency manage-

ment, psychotherapy plus brief interventions, Alcoholics Anonymous and 12-step

treatment programs, family-therapy or family-involved treatment, and community

reinforcement approach. The most commonly used component strategies in effec-

tive interventions for AUDs included assessment, personalised feedback, motiva-

tional interviewing, goal setting, setting and review of homework, problem

solving skills and relapse prevention/management.

Implications: Evidence about commonly used strategies in evidence-based psy-

chological interventions for AUDs offer the possibility of creating menu-driven

interventions that can be tailored to respond to individual client needs and prefer-

ences in different contexts.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Alcohol use is a major contributor to mortality and dis-
ability, with 3 million alcohol-attributable deaths and
131.6 million disability-adjusted life years lost globally
[1]. In the Global Burden of Disease Study 2017, alcohol
use was also identified as a leading risk factor for prema-
ture death and disease burden among people aged 15–
49 years old [2]. Despite substantial variation across con-
texts, the alcohol-attributable burden of disease has been
shown to be highest among countries with a low human-
development index, including eastern Europe, and west-
ern, central and eastern sub-Saharan Africa regions [1].
Alcohol use disorders (AUD) are one of the most preva-
lent mental, neurological and substance use disorders
globally, affecting 8.6% of men and 1.7% of women [3].

There is substantial evidence for psychological inter-
ventions that are effective in treating AUDs [4]. These
interventions include motivational interviewing (MI), brief
interventions, cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT), peer-
support interventions such as 12-step treatment programs,
contingency management and community reinforcement
approaches [5–10]. Despite the large number of effective
interventions, there is still a lack of clarity concerning the
active ingredients that make these interventions effective.
Active ingredients have been defined as ‘those aspects of
an intervention that drive clinical effect, are conceptually
well defined, and link to specific hypothesised mecha-
nisms of action’ [11]. The lack of a clear understanding
concerning active ingredients in AUD interventions is
reflected in the fact that evidence-based AUD interven-
tions often have similar degrees of effectiveness when
directly compared to one another [12].

The similar degree of effectiveness between different
evidence-based psychological interventions for AUD may
suggest that, although interventions are differently
labelled, there are in fact some common strategies that
underpin these interventions and that largely drive their
effectiveness. This hypothesis is not unique to AUDs but
has been suggested as cutting across psychological inter-
ventions for other conditions [13]. It posits that factors
common across therapies (e.g., therapeutic alliance and
empathy) are largely influential in driving effectiveness
[14]. Hence, identifying strategies that are common to
effective AUD interventions represents one way of under-
standing the components of an intervention that make a
difference in managing AUDs. This would allow us to
maximise clinical effectiveness of new interventions by
incorporating appropriate strategies that are more likely
to lead to change in drinking behaviours. Consequently,
the overall goal of this review was to identify, examine
and synthesise the information about common strategies
of evidence-based psychological interventions for AUD.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Design

Review of systematic reviews, that is, meta-review. The
protocol for the review was registered a priori on PROS-
PERO (CRD42020209109).

2.2 | Eligibility criteria

We did not have any limits on year of publication, set-
ting, delivery platform (e.g., primary care, hospital) and
country; and only included reviews published in English.
We included systematic reviews with meta-analyses of
randomised controlled trials and/or non-randomised tri-
als. Reviews were included if they synthesised interven-
tions for adults (≥18 years) of any gender with any type
of AUD (e.g., harmful drinking, alcohol abuse, alcohol
dependence) as defined by the source review or an AUD
co-morbid with any other mental/physical health condi-
tion or other substance use disorder. An intervention was
eligible if it was a psychological intervention package
delivered by humans, designed specifically to address
AUD in individuals or groups, and was delivered by itself
or in combination with a pharmacological intervention.
Any transdiagnostic intervention package which
addressed AUD as one of the target conditions was also
eligible. Treatment as usual or usual care, enhanced
usual care, other psychological treatment and pharmaco-
logical treatment were all eligible as control conditions.
Reviews were eligible if one or more of the following out-
comes were used to determine effectiveness: drinking
patterns (e.g., quantity, frequency, intensity), remission,
standardised tools measuring drinking (e.g., Alcohol Use
Disorders Identification Test), impact of drinking mea-
sured using standardised tools (e.g., Short Inventory of
Problems) and global functioning, disability or quality of
life measured using standardised tools (e.g., World
Health Organization Disability Assessment Schedule).

We excluded non-systematic reviews such as litera-
ture reviews, scoping reviews, reviews in which quantita-
tive outcomes reporting effectiveness were not presented,
systematic reviews without an accompanying meta-anal-
ysis, and realist reviews. We excluded the following inter-
ventions: any psychological intervention not specifically
targeting AUD even if drinking outcomes were mea-
sured, policy interventions, educational or training inter-
ventions, interventions targeting only family members of
those with AUD, universal population level interven-
tions, primary and secondary prevention interventions,
pharmacological interventions only, and mHealth inter-
ventions unless technology was used as a delivery
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platform for delivery of interventions by humans
(e.g., telephone counselling).

2.3 | Data sources and searches

We searched the following databases: Cochrane Library,
MEDLINE, Embase, PsycINFO, Global Health, Cumulative
Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature, Latin Amer-
ican and Caribbean Health Sciences Literature and African
Journals Online. We limited our results to publications
indexed as review articles in the database. If that function-
ality was not available in the database, then we used the
relevant search terms for ‘review’ (e.g., systematic review,
meta-analysis) in the search strategy. Our key search con-
cepts included ‘alcohol use disorders’ and ‘psychological
intervention’ (e.g., psychosocial intervention, cognitive
behaviour therapy, family therapy). The detailed search
strategy is outlined in Data S1 (Supporting Information).
We also inspected the reference lists of selected reviews to
identify any additional potential reviews.

2.4 | Data extraction and analysis

The search returns were uploaded into Covidence (www.
covidence.org) and de-duplicated. Two reviewers (AG
and AM) independently inspected the titles and abstracts
of the reviews. If the title and abstract did not offer
enough information to decide about eligibility, the full
paper was retrieved to ascertain eligibility for inclusion.
The full papers were independently inspected for eligibil-
ity by two reviewers (LTF and AM). If there was any dis-
agreement between the two reviewers regarding
inclusion, a third reviewer (AN) resolved the conflict.
Following Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines, a
record was made of the number of papers retrieved, num-
ber of papers excluded and the reasons for their exclu-
sion. A formal data extraction form was designed to
extract data relevant to the study aims. The data extrac-
tion tool was designed to collect data within the following
broad domains: number of trials included in meta-analy-
sis, eligibility criteria for inclusion, study designs, inter-
vention, control conditions, study population, type of
AUD, total sample size, outcomes, intervention effect
and moderators/mediators. Two reviewers (LSA and AM)
independently conducted a quality assessment of the
included reviews using the AMSTAR 2 criteria for sys-
tematic reviews of randomised and non-randomised stud-
ies of health-care interventions [15].

We extracted individual trials from these reviews. After
excluding duplicate trials, we screened the rest for

determining eligibility for extraction of intervention strate-
gies. When screening individual trials, we followed the
same inclusion and exclusion criteria which we applied to
the meta-analyses as described above. Therefore, we only
included trials which tested psychological interventions for
AUD delivered by humans (e.g., if a meta-analysis included
trials for AUD but also trials aimed at other substances we
only extracted data from trials focusing on AUD).

From the eligible primary studies we extracted informa-
tion about the interventions to understand the intervention
strategies. Data on common strategies was identified by
extracting descriptions of the intervention’s content. This
data was extracted from the primary paper or the relevant
accompanying secondary paper which described the inter-
vention. Analysis was restricted to narrative synthesis.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Eligible reviews

The search of the databases returned 1951 references.
After excluding 513 duplicates, we screened titles and
abstracts of 1438 studies. We excluded 1201 studies as
they were irrelevant to our review, we were not able to
retrieve 11 full texts, and assessed the full text of 226 stud-
ies for eligibility. We excluded 213 studies for various rea-
sons, the most common being that there was no meta-
analysis (n = 97) and the sample did not have any type of
AUD (n = 51). Thirteen reviews were eligible for inclu-
sion in this meta-review [5–10, 16–22]. Figure 1 summa-
rises the screening process described above.

Table 1 summarises the systematic reviews included
in this meta-review. The number of studies meta-
analysed in the reviews we identified ranged from 4 [22]
to 137 [9] The included reviews differed from each other
in several ways as summarised below.

Powers et al. reviewed 12 studies of which only eight
focussed on AUDs [19]. In Riper et al. the meta-analyses
made 15 comparisons, of which 10 focused on comorbid
alcohol use and depression, and 1 only on AUD [7]. In
Hettema et al. of the 72 studies included in the review,
31 were about AUD [6] and in Ray et al. of the 30 studies
included in the review, 15 focussed on AUD [20].

3.2 | Conceptualisation of AUDs in the
eligible reviews

In the included papers, AUDs were variously described
as alcoholism, alcohol dependence, harmful drinking and
alcohol abuse/misuse. A range of outcomes were included
in the meta-analyses—quantity of use (e.g., grams of

COMMON STRATEGIES FROM AUD INTERVENTIONS 3
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alcohol consumed per week) [5–7, 10, 20], frequency of
use (e.g., % days abstinent) [6, 19, 20], intensity of use
(e.g., % days heavy drinking) [8], intoxication (blood alcohol
concentration) [6], abstinence [7–9, 17], relapse, conse-
quences of use (e.g., Addiction Severity Index) [6, 8, 19] and
relationship satisfaction [19].

3.3 | Number and design of studies
synthesised in the eligible reviews

Agosti et al. synthesised four trials that used naltrexone
or placebo in combination with random assignment to
CBT or non-CBT psychotherapies [22]. Elzerbi et al. sepa-
rately meta-analysed interventions delivered in primary
care (n = 20) and emergency departments (n = 8) [5].
The largest review had 137 studies but these also
included pharmacotherapy-only studies [9]. Kelly et al.
reviewed 27 studies with varied study designs—21

randomised controlled trials/quasi-randomised con-
trolled trials, 5 non-randomised studies of interventions
and 1 purely economic study [8]. In Roozen et al., of the
11 studies included in the review, 2 of which measured
number of drinking days as an outcome were added to
the meta-analysis [10]. Finally in Roozen et al., of the
eight studies of psychosocial treatment, four each
involved individual treatment and group psychother-
apy [21].

3.4 | Interventions

Some reviews focused on discrete therapeutic interven-
tions such as behavioural couples therapy [19], CBT [22],
Alcoholics Anonymous or 12-step facilitation [8, 18],
family therapy [17], MI [6], contingency management [9]
and community reinforcement approach [10]. Some
reviews examined broad psychosocial programs, brief

Records identified from 
databases (n = 1951)

Duplicate records removed 
(n = 513)

Records screened
(n = 1438) 

Records excluded
(n = 1201)

Reports sought for retrieval
(n = 237) Full text not accessible (n = 11)

Reports assessed for eligibility
(n = 226) Not a meta-analysis (n=96)

Ineligible patient population (n=50)
Ineligible intervention (n=27)
Ineligible study design (n=13)
No sub-group analysis for alcohol
(n=8)
Ineligible outcomes (n=6)
Not in English (n=5)
Duplicate (n=4)
Conference abstract (n=2)
Grey literature (n=2)Studies included in review

(n = 13)
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F I GURE 1 PRISMA flow chart describing the screening process
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TAB L E 1 Systematic reviews and meta-analyses included in the meta-review

Author,
year

Number of trials
included in
meta-analysis Intervention Control Measure of AUD

Total sample
size of meta-
analysis

Quality
assessment

Agosti,
1994

15 Various Not specified Participants in 7 out of
the 15 studies met
criteria for DSM-III
criteria for alcohol
dependence. The
other studies did
not use DSM-II
criteria, but all
patients had
clinically
significant alcohol-
related problems.

1,912 Critically
low
quality

Agosti,
2012

6 (4 relevant) CBT Non-CBT psychosocial
treatment

Current alcohol
dependence as per
DSM-III-R or DSM-
IV

1,008 (4 relevant
trials)

Low quality

Edwards,
1995

21 Family therapy Various Alcoholism Not reported Critically
low
quality

Elzerbi,
2015

28 Brief intervention Various Non-treatment seeking
hazardous or
harmful drinking.
Harmful drinking
was regular
average
consumption of
>40 g of alcohol
per day for women
and >60 g per day
for men.

13,025 Moderate
quality

Gao, 2018 137 Psychotherapy,
contingency
management, brief
intervention

No treatment, other
types of treatment

AUD 27,282 Moderate
quality

Hettema,
2005

72 (31 relevant) MI � feedback,
MI + other active
treatment

Control condition
without elements
of MI

Alcoholism, alcohol
abuse, addictive
behaviours

14,267 (for all
outcomes)

Critically
low
quality

Kelly, 2020 27 Alcoholics
Anonymous,
12-step facilitation

Other interventions,
no treatment

AUD, alcohol abuse or
alcohol
dependence, as
defined using
standardised
criteria (i.e., DSM
4th and 5th
edition, ICD-9 and
10, and validated
screening and
diagnostic tools)

10,565 High
quality

Kownacki,
1999

21 Alcoholics
Anonymous

Various Axis I diagnosis of
alcohol misuse or
alcohol

Not reported Low quality

(Continues)
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interventions [5] and ‘psychotherapy’ which provided an
eclectic mix of intervention strategies [9, 16]. Finally,
some reviews examined a combination of psychother-
apies such as CBT and MI [7], and MI added to other
types of active treatment (e.g., cognitive therapy) [6]; and
a combination of psychotherapy with pharmacother-
apy [18].

3.5 | Quality of included reviews

We assessed all 13 reviews for quality (Data S2). One
review was deemed to be of high quality [8], five reviews
of moderate quality [5, 9, 10, 20, 21], three reviews of low
quality [7, 18, 22] and four of critically low quality [6,
16, 17, 19]. The ratings of the two independent reviewers
matched for all reviews except for one. The discrepancies
were discussed and agreement reached for all reviews.
Common methodological shortcomings of the included
reviews were: not providing an explicit statement
highlighting that the methods were established prior to
the conduct of the review, issues concerning the search

(e.g., small number of databases searched, search strategy
not reported), study selection and data extraction not
conducted in duplicate, not providing a list of excluded
studies, not considering potential impact of risk of bias in
individual studies on the results, and not investigating
possible publication bias.

3.6 | Effectiveness

Five meta-analyses failed to show effectiveness of the
intervention under investigation [16, 18, 20–22] and no
information on the individual trials was therefore
extracted from them. The remaining eight meta-analyses
demonstrated the effectiveness of a range of interventions
(Data S3) and were retained for data extraction from indi-
vidual trials.

Powers et al. found behavioural couples therapy to be
effective in addressing AUD when compared to active or
inactive controls (Hedges g = 0.55 for the eight studies
focusing on alcohol) [19]. Riper et al. found that CBT
combined with MI was effective for adults with comorbid

TAB L E 1 (Continued)

Author,
year

Number of trials
included in
meta-analysis Intervention Control Measure of AUD

Total sample
size of meta-
analysis

Quality
assessment

dependence, or
who were clearly
identified primarily
as alcoholics,
alcohol misusers or
problems drinkers

Powers,
2008

12 (8 relevant) Behavioural couples
therapy

Active or inactive
controls

Various 499 couples for
relevant
studies (754 in
total)

Critically
low
quality

Ray, 2020 30 (15 relevant) CBT Usual care, another
specific therapy
plus
pharmacotherapy,
usual care and
pharmacotherapy
alone

Meeting criteria for
AUD (DSM-III to
5th edition) or
problematic use

Not reported Low quality

Riper, 2014 12 CBT + MI Treatment as usual AUD, abuse or
dependence

1,721 Low quality

Roozen,
2004

11 (2 relevant) CRA Usual care Alcohol dependence
(DSM-IV)

343 (for relevant
studies)

Moderate
quality

Roozen,
2006

24 (17 relevant) CBT, group
psychotherapy

Various Alcohol dependence
(DSM-III-R or
DSM-IV)

Not reported Moderate
quality

Abbreviations: AUD, alcohol use disorders; CBT, cognitive behaviour therapy; CRA, Community Reinforcement Approach; DSM, Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorder; ICD, International Classification of Diseases; MI, motivational interviewing.
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major depressive disorder and AUD in comparison with
control (i.e., treatment as usual or active psychological treat-
ment) (g = 0.17 for alcohol consumption at post-treatment,
g = 0.16 for alcohol consumption when only considering
face-to-face interventions) [7]. Elzerbi et al. identified brief
interventions as effective in reducing alcohol consumption
among people with hazardous or harmful alcohol use when
compared with control groups in both primary health care
and emergency department settings at both 6 (mean differ-
ence; MD = 21.98 g/week in primary health care and
MD = 17.97 g/week in emergency department) and
12 months follow-up (MD= 30.86 g/week in primary health
care and MD = 18.21 g/week in emergency department) [5].
Gao et al. identified in their direct meta-analysis significant
differences in abstinence rates for pharmacotherapy plus
psychotherapy (odds ratio [OR] = 1.17), contingency man-
agement (OR = 1.30), brief interventions (OR = 1.06) and
psychotherapy plus brief intervention (OR = 1.50) when
compared to controls in treatment sessions [9]. Kelly et al.
found Alcoholic Anonymous and 12-step treatment pro-
grams (manualised) compared to treatments with different
theoretical orientations (e.g., CBT), was effective in improv-
ing rates of continuous abstinence at 12 months (risk
ratio = 1.21) and with similar effectiveness for percentage
days abstinent at 12 months (MD = 3.03) (but more effective
at 24 months, MD = 12.91 and 36 months, MD = 6.64), lon-
gest period of abstinence at 6 months (MD = 0.60), drinking
intensity at 12 months (MD = �0.17) and alcohol-related
consequences at 12 months (MD = �2.88) [8]. Similarly, for
the non-manualised versions, Alcoholics Anonymous and
12-step treatment programs performed as well as other clini-
cal interventions in terms of proportion of participants that
were completely abstinent at 3–9 months follow-up (risk
ratio = 1.71) and for drinking intensity at 9 months
(MD = �1.76) and slightly better than other clinical inter-
ventions for percentage days of abstinence (MD = 3.00).
Edwards and Steinglass found that family-therapy or family-
involved treatment was marginally more effective than indi-
vidual alcoholism treatment in increasing abstinence both
in primary treatment/rehabilitation as well as in aftercare
(i.e., maintenance or relapse prevention) [17]. Hettema et al.
found that MI was effective in addressing alcohol abuse
when compared with control conditions without elements
of MI, yielding dc values between �0.08 and 3.07, with a
mean of 0.41 post-treatment and 0.26 across all follow-up
points [6]. Roozen et al. found strong evidence for the com-
munity reinforcement approach being more effective than
usual care in relation to the number of drinking days
(weighted mean difference �0.94 in favour of community
reinforcement approach) and conflicting evidence in relation
to continuous abstinence in alcohol treatment [10].

The control groups in the trials included in the
reviews were: (i) active psychological treatments such as

CBT, interpersonal behaviour therapy, psychoeducation
attention control treatment, alcohol-focused spouse inter-
vention, 12-step facilitation and its variants, motivational
enhancement therapy, interpersonal therapy, supportive
psychotherapy, family therapy, contingency manage-
ment, systematic desensitisation and insight therapy;
(ii) non-specified ‘psychotherapy’, both individual and
group; (iii) usual care, both standard (e.g., psychosocial
counselling, medication treatment) or non-standard
(e.g. ‘traditional program’); (iv) minimal intervention
such as screening/assessment only, information leaflet,
minimal advice and education; (v) pharmacotherapy—
unspecified or specific (e.g., naltrexone); (vi) clinical
management, primary care management, medical man-
agement; (vii) waiting list control; and (viii) no treat-
ment. In a few cases, the control arm was not specified.

3.7 | Trials from the included reviews

We extracted 254 individual trials from the eight reviews
that showed positive effects for the interventions under
investigation. After excluding 15 duplicate trials, we
screened the rest for determining eligibility for extraction
of intervention strategies. One hundred and seventy-two
trials were excluded for one or more of the following
reasons—they tested interventions only for substances
other than alcohol, only tested pharmacotherapy, sample
had participants who drank heavily but did not have
AUD (e.g., risky drinkers), not peer-reviewed
(e.g., dissertation), intervention was for a co-morbid men-
tal health condition and participants were not adults. The
full text of one trial could not be retrieved despite having
contacted the corresponding author and was therefore
excluded. Sixty-six trials tested psychosocial interventions
for AUD and were used to extract data about intervention
content.

3.8 | Common strategies

Table 2 summarises the strategies used in the interventions
based on how frequently they were reported in the 66 trials.
The most commonly used strategies included those imple-
mented in the initial stages of treatment (e.g., assessment,
personalised feedback, goal setting), those implemented
while ending treatment (e.g., relapse prevention/manage-
ment) and those implemented through the course of the
treatment (motivational interviewing, setting and review of
homework and problem-solving skills). The more com-
monly used strategies were behavioural (e.g., assertiveness
training, alternative activities) compared to cognitive strate-
gies (e.g., identifying and disputing distorted thoughts,

COMMON STRATEGIES FROM AUD INTERVENTIONS 7
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cognitive self-management techniques for reducing nega-
tive thoughts).

4 | DISCUSSION

The most important finding of our review is that we have
identified the strategies that most commonly feature in
effective psychological interventions for AUDs—assess-
ment, personalised feedback, motivational interviewing,
goal setting, setting and review of homework, problem
solving skill, and relapse prevention/management. The
advantage of having such a range of strategies that work
is that therapists can choose from a wide selection to pick
the ones best suited to individual patients’ needs, con-
texts and preferences. However, our findings do not allow
us to draw conclusions on how these strategies can be
brought together in a theoretically supported manner.

In 1936, Saul Rosenzweig (1907–2004) applied the
concept of the Dodo Bird Verdict (‘Everybody has won,

and all must have prizes’) to psychological treatments
observing that all therapies result in comparable out-
comes, and concluded that they probably worked
through factors that were common to them all [23]. Sub-
sequent research over the years has largely supported this
observation that, for some mental health problems, dif-
ferent psychological treatments have comparable effects
and do not significantly differ from one another [24, 25].
Psychological treatments for AUDs are not much differ-
ent, with seminal studies which pitted different types of
treatments demonstrating there were comparable out-
comes for therapies such as motivational enhancement
therapy, CBT, 12-step facilitation and social behaviour
and network therapy [26, 27].

In the absence of clear superiority of one psychologi-
cal treatment over another, ‘transdiagnostic clinical
interventions’ (interventions that apply the same treat-
ment principles across mental health conditions without
tailoring those to a specific diagnosis) [28] could be the
potential way forward. There is substantial evidence

TAB L E 2 Strategies used in evidence-based interventions for managing alcohol use disorders

Reported in ≥10 trials Reported in 5–9 trials Reported in 2–4 trials Reported in only 1 trial

Assessment (n = 17) Communication skills (n = 9) Relationship enhancement
exercises (n = 4)

Decision making skills

Personalised feedback
(n = 21)

Self-monitoring (n = 8) Psychoeducation (n = 2) Dealing with accusation of relapse

Motivational interviewing
(n = 18)

Changing social networks (n = 5) Direct advice on reducing
drinking (n = 2)

Enhancing self-esteem

Goal setting (n = 11) Emotional management (n = 5) Daily mood monitoring
(n = 2)

Stress management

Setting and review of
homework (n = 10)

Handling drinking urges (n = 6) Cognitive restructuring
(n = 2)

Behavioural self-control training

Problem solving skills
(n = 12)

Pros and cons of drinking (n = 6) Social skills training (n = 3) Importance/confidence

Relapse prevention/
management (n = 12)

Action planning/change plan
(n = 6)

Relaxation training (n = 3) Identifying and disputing
distorted thoughts (cognitive
restructuring)

Assertiveness training (n = 7) Abstinence contracting
(n = 3)

Cognitive self-management
techniques for reducing
negative thoughts

Alternative activities (n = 8) Anger management (n = 4)

Identifying high risk situations
(n = 8)

Coping skills to deal with high-
risk situations (n = 8)

Drink refusal skills/handling peer
pressure (n = 7)

Contingency management (n = 9)

Information booklet (n = 9)
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demonstrating the equivalence or superiority of trans-
diagnostic approaches over diagnosis-specific interven-
tions for anxiety and depressive disorders [29, 30]. Such
trans-diagnostic approaches become particularly relevant
for AUDs, as AUDs lie along a spectrum of severity and
are characterised by heterogeneity of presentation and
comorbidity with other mental health conditions. An
appropriate transdiagnostic response to such a condition
could be a hybrid intervention that combines universal
strategies (all clients receive the same set of strategies
that have the broadest applicability across diagnoses)
with the modular approach, which provides a menu of
relatively self-contained functional strategies that operate
independently, problem-specific, and are delivered flexi-
bly and tailored to the needs of each client. The key
advantage of universal strategies is potential scalability as
clinicians, especially non-specialists, can be more easily
trained compared to training in separate intervention
protocols for different disorders. The modular approach
on the other hand allows for a better goodness-of-fit
between the strategy and the individual clinical presenta-
tion. However, a modular approach comes with multiple
decision points and this might be challenging for non-
specialist health workers.

Such a hypothetical intervention arising from our
findings could be made up of universal strategies drawn
from those that most commonly feature in effective inter-
ventions (Table 2). The reasons why these could poten-
tially apply to all clients regardless of severity of AUD
and idiosyncrasies of individual presentation are clear.
The ‘assessment’ will allow for understanding the extent
of the problem and the subsequent ‘personalised feed-
back’ could initiate change in behaviour by correcting
misperceptions and highlighting discrepancies about
drinking, ‘motivational interviewing’ would promote
behaviour change by helping clients to explore and
resolve ambivalence. Furthermore, ‘goal setting’ will
allow clarification of the drinking goals that the client
wants to achieve and ways to achieve those, ‘setting and
review of homework’ will ensure that skills learnt during
therapy sessions are further strengthened between ses-
sions, ‘problem solving skills’ will provide problem-
agnostic skills that can be applied across problems that
either result in or result from the drinking. Finally,
‘relapse prevention/management’ provides tools that the
client can use to sustain their changed drinking behav-
iour. The strategies that are next in the list (i.e., reported
in 5–9 trials) can then be delivered through a modular
approach to those clients who need them, for example,
assertiveness training for those who succumb to peer
pressure resulting in drinking or handling drinking urges
for those whose drinking occurs primarily in response to
internal or external cues. Finally, although we present
some strategies separately because they are reported as

such in the source trials there is an overlap in their func-
tions in many clinical interventions, for example, ‘Moti-
vational interviewing’ and ‘pros and cons of drinking’;
‘relapse prevention’ and ‘coping skills to deal with high
risk situations’.

Our findings have several research and related clini-
cal implications. Identifying strategies that are common
across effective psychological treatments for AUD would
assist research that aims to isolate the effectiveness of
such specific strategies for particular outcomes. This
would allow researchers to further address the question
of what works for whom and under what conditions, and
this can then be used to further elaborate the mecha-
nisms to achieve optimal treatment outcomes.

The key strength of our review is the rigorous meth-
odology that we have followed and the large number of
trials from which we were able to extract data about the
interventions; but it does have some limitations. The
strategies that we extracted are limited by the descrip-
tions of interventions in published articles and this might
not reflect the entirety of the interventions. Also, because
it was a review of reviews, we did not examine individual
studies in-depth and hence did not capture more infor-
mation on the rationale, theoretical approach, design of
the selected interventions and other issues related to their
implementation (e.g., fidelity). Additionally, the hetero-
geneity of the samples in the studies within and across
reviews limits the conclusions that we can draw. Very
few of the final selected eight reviews were of high qual-
ity. Although that is not a methodological limitation of
our meta-review, it may potentially limit our findings
(e.g., if the source trials did not consider potential impact
of risk of bias in individual studies on their results). Our
review includes studies extracted from reviews and the
most recent review was from 2020 (consequently the
extracted studies were older than that). Although it is
unlikely that many new strategies would have been intro-
duced in the interim, it is possible that studies could have
been conducted in other/more settings with newer
understanding of how these strategies operate in other
contexts. Finally, we judged intervention success nar-
rowly in terms of statistical significance which we know
is an arbitrary criterion and intervention success is a
function of both subjective and objective outcomes cover-
ing aspects beyond the clinical, for example, social func-
tioning. Relatedly, it is quite possible that a strategy that
we have included because it was a component of an effec-
tive intervention in one trial could also be a component
of an intervention which was found to be ineffective in a
different evaluation. Additionally, as we did not extract
data from any trials in reviews with null findings, it is
possible that we might have missed out on some individ-
ual trials with positive results in those reviews. Finally, a
key limitation that is inherent to meta-reviews is that
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synthesis at the level of reviews does not allow for ade-
quate exploration of nuance such as a control condition
in one trial being the primary intervention evaluated in a
different trial. Further research is needed to understand
how the interaction between different strategies, and also
between strategies and context, determine why they work
in some interventions and not in others.

5 | CONCLUSION

Many strategies from psychological interventions for
AUDs are associated with positive treatment outcomes,
offering the possibility of creating menu-driven interven-
tions that can be tailored to respond to individual client
needs and preferences. However, further studies are nec-
essary to operationalise the efficient integration of these
strategies into interventions based on a credible mecha-
nism of change; and establish the effectiveness of such
interventions.
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